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Smith has career day as UCF takes the bite out of the Samford Bul/dogs-p. 20

Future

Flori
'Gramm ready to
tackle education
funding dilemma
by JEFF HUNT
News editor

•

Senator Phil Gramm understands that education funcling in
America is in a piecarioµs situation.
However, he also understands the
country and its citizens are, too.
The Republican presidential
candidate from Texas. who visited
UCF last Friday, said the serious
condition of the U.S. government
and its Jack of funds neccessitates
an overhaul or not just funding tor
education, hut everything.
'When I was a boy 8 years
old, $I out of every $50 earned by
the average family with two chil~
dren went LO Washington. Today
it's 1$ out of every $4," Gramm
said. ··we can't continue this trend,
so we've got to start setting standards.''
As for education. G.-amm
does not agree with all of his fellow
Repuhl ican~' cuts. but docs sec the
need for drastic changes.
Gramm said he wants to put
more focus on loans instead of Pell
Grants, due to their cost and the fact

that no money comes back from
them.
"For every Pel I Grant we can
give, we can give 40 guaranteed
student loans," Gramm said. ·'And
in many instances., I think Pell Grants
have been abused outside the college and university environment."
Gramm said that any student
made ineJigible from receiving Pell
Grants would be.guaranteed a Stu.dent loan.
As for President Bill Clinton ·s
Amcricorps plan that al lows students to pay their college tuition hy
doing volunteer work, Gramm said
it should be done away with.
"It's a typical good idea that
Bill Clinton has taken and just totally perverted," Gramm said. "We
have over 20 million volunteers in
America, and the idea that we need
to pay people is, I think, just ridiculous. Yoluntecrism is voluntcerism ."
Gramm was responding to
university students' complaints that
the Repuhlibn proposed cuts to
educational funding would hurt
see Gramm, page 3

photo/ HUNT

A Republican presidential front-runner, Senator Phil Gramm came to UCF on Friday to visit
Athletic Director Steve Sloan, whom he knew from his days at Texas Tech, and to meet the
man he says he's heard so much about - Daunte Culpepper.

Engineering senators under Working women in Israel
attack by defeated candidate gaining in nUmbers, stature
by JOE CHABUS
Staff writer

Newly elected members of the 28th
Student Senate will have to wait at least a
week before being sworn in and being allowed to get down to business.
Last Thursday" s senate meeting was
canceled because candidate Lena Fernandez
contested the election results for the entire
College of Engineering.
Fernandez, who lost the election for
scat four in the CollegeorEngineering, said
that five incumbent and two challenging
senate candidates - all of whom are from
the same col Iege - violated seven election
statutes and should not be allowed to represent the college.
Student Body Vice President Fra.nk
Amoros requested constitutional interpretation from Chief Justice Ericka Smith on
whether or not it is was legal to hold a senate
meeting when a college is not represented.
Smith ruled that the election process
is incomplete, thus holding a senate meeting would be inappropriate since the College of Engineering would not allow the
Senate to carry on with regular busines .
''We could not conduct business as a

senate without College or Engineering representatives being there," Amoros said. "If
a student from the College of Engineering
wants a bill passed for a club, it would be
hard to get it passed because they are constituents without a representative."
Fernandez states in her"Contestment
of the Senatorial Election" that the seven
representatives from the College of Engineering should not be allowed to represent
its students.
All of the incumbents whose re-elections are being contested are chairs of committees. The Organizations, Appropriations
and Finance Committee, the Elections Appointments Committee, the Legislative,
Judicial and Rules Committee and the Clubs
and Organizations Committee could be affected.
According to SGA statutes, when a
chair wins re-election, that senator retains
the title as chair of the committee he or she
presides on. Should the allegations be proven
true, new chairs will have to be appointed to
these committees.
Chief Election Commissioner
Marigella Malapira said that an announcement will be made this week on Fernandez's
allegations.

by JEFF HUNT
News Editor

Do you know the status of women in
Israel?
Probably not. but Dr. DaphnaSharfman,
a noted author and scholar from Is1=ael. spoke
last Monday in the President's Board Room
on the very topic.
As part of the UCF Judaic Studies
Distinguished Lectures Series, the visiting
scholar dissected the "Social and Political
Status of Women in Israel."
Sharfman explained that the role of
women in Israel was growing and that most of
it could be attributed to a series of laws that
empowered the women oflsrael.
These laws, designed to allow' equal
rights and to end the exploitation of women,
came in stages, Sharfman said.
She .cited Israel's Declaration oi Independence, which guarantees equal rights regardless of race, color or sex as the foundation
on which the equal rights laws are based.
Many subsequent Jaws fo Ilowed to help
usher israeli women into a new age. These
included several marriage laws - declaring
17 as the legal age of consent, a 1951 defense
law that required women to serve two years in
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Israel's military and a 1956 Names law that
allowed women to" marry but legally retain
their maiden name.
And since Israel is home to many other
nationalities that often have conflicting mar. riage beliefs, more laws were passed to as·similate the differing views.
A 1959 law forbade bigamy while also
assuring equal inheritance between the sexes.
Then in 1979, a law ·was passed allowing
abortions wiih the approval ofacommitteethe criteria the committee uses is that the
woman must be either under 17 or over 40,
have been raped or involved in incest, or the
fetus is endangering the woman's life.
Men have no rights in this matter.
In 1981 , Israel passed a law outlawing
domestic violence and assuring equal separation of property in divorces.
Sharfman went on tq explain that with
the help of these laws, women have gained
greater mobility in Israeli ~ocicty and have
consistently increased their presence in the
work force.
She added that 46 percent of women
over 18 are employed now and that over 50
percent of professional jobs are held by
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ASK ABOUT OUR

ALL CENTRAL RORIDA
COLLEGE GRAD OR FIRSr . SJUDENTS QUALIFY FOR
TIME BUYER PROGRAMS!·~ OUR EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT!
SEE US FOR DETAILS

•
•

•
NUMBER

STREET

CITY

ZIP

HOW LONG

HOME PHONE NO.

•

WORK PHONE NO.

· -YRS.
NAME OF EMPLOYER

•

HOW LONG
-YRS.

SALARY OR
DOLLARS AVAILABLE MAKE/MODEl.JVEAR
WAGESPERMO. FORDOWNPAYMENT
OFTAADEIN

VEHICLE DESIRED CREDIT LNE REQUESTED
[JNEW
/

[JUSED

•
•

DATE

NEW •95

•

NEW "95

82300

MX-3

PICKUP

Full Factory Equipment, Overdrive Transmission, Air Bag,
Rear Bumper, 3 Year/50,000 Mlle Factory Warranty!

•

See Dealer for Details

6 AT THIS PRICal

I

•

•

MILLENIAL

•
•

•

.
Air Conditioning,
Auto., Air, Pwr
· Steering, Cloth
Bedliner, Rebuilt
S81ta, Stereo, 1 Of Engine, Extra Clean!
A Kindl (IK3213235)
(IKUA89439)

Air Conditioning,
Power Steeri~
5 Speed, Low Mi s,
Stereo! (IKW831528)

Air, Auto. Trana.,
Pwr. Wnds.-lcka.Str., Local Owner!
(#LNB16644)

55550 55900 55950 58950'95 FORD

RANGERXLT

'94 MAZDA

PROTEGE DX

Air, Power Steering, Automati$ Air Cond.,
Stereo, Chrome
Power teering,
Wheela, Bedlinerl
Club Seats!
(ISUA06967)
(tR0750244)

'94 NISSAN

SENTRALTD
Spoiler, Sunroof,
Cassette, Cruise,
Sport Seats!
(#RC839809)

'94 MAZDA

'94 MAZDA

MX-3

Long Bed, Automatic,
Air, Stereo, Bedliner,
AlofMWheels!
(#R 08543)

Teal Green,
Automatic, Power
Sunroof, Cassette!
(tR0312077)

10,950 510,950 S11,150 511,750
'92 NISSAN

'9SCHEVY

Whitt, Power
Windowa-locb,

Btdlintr, 16" Alloys

(#NC300450)

Auto., 4 Dr., Power
Windows &Loeb,
Ctssettt, loaded!
(#57114417)

'92 HONDA
Power SunroofWnds.-lcks.,
Alloy Wheels,
Upgraded Stereo!

Forest Green, Pow•
Suttoof, U~aded

St•eo, Pow•

in~b.,

Cruise! (#NU033673)

12,950 512,990 513,450 513,490

5

Air, Auto. Trana.,
Pwr. SteerNfind/ Lks.,
AM/FM Cass., low
Milea! (#RCOS988)

Air Conditioning,
Sport Wheals,
4 Dr., -P/Steering,
Sporty (150594469)

'92 DODGE

'94FORD

CARAVAN SE

PROBE SE

'94 MITSUBISHI

& Locks, Cruise, Cass,
New Tires, Extra Clean!

(IN52193 77)

•

6Cyl.,Air,
Automatic, 8
Passenger, Bring The
Family! (#NX159422)

Pwr. Sunroof, Auto.,
Pwr. Wnds.-Lcks.,
X-tra Clean!
(#RS184175)

ECUPSE GS
Sunroof, Aloy
Wheela, ~ler,
Upgraded tereo,
Rawless! (#RE012507)

•

11,990 512,500 512,800 512,890

5

'92MAZDA

PRELUDE SI

Power Sunroof, Windows

59450 59900 510,790 510 so- •

B-3000 V-6

5

KING CAB SE 414 CAVALIER LS

Automatic Trana.,
Air Cond, 7 Pass.,
Ful~ Serviced!
(# 0340649)

MPVV-6
Auto., Dual M, Power
W'11dows & Loeb, Cruise,

r~rone Pain~

Orirn•I

36k
Miles! (IN0444048

'95 NISSAN

ALTIMAGXE
Green, Power
Windows-locks,
Wood~rain Dash!
(IS 127681)

'95TOYOTA

'93 MAZDA

COROLLA DX MIATACONV.

Auto., Green, Power
Air Conditioning,
Windows & locks,
Auto., Pwr. Str.,
Cruise, Cass., Low Stereo, Alloy Wheels!
Miles! (#50081002)
(#P0404401)

~13,500 513900 513,990 514

00
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Immediate Openings For:
* Clerical/Administrative
* Legal Services
* Secretary/Receptionist
* Data Entry
* Acct/Bookkeeping
* Telemarketing

Phone

~

'66i~8tr55

~

Custom Staffing, Inc.
PLACEMENT SERVICES
***** Never A Fee *****

BOSS'sDAY
OCT.16
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177

Republican front-runner says things cannot go on as they are
from Gramm, page 1

•
•

their chances of receiving an education.
As of now, Republicans in the
House of Representatives are proposing the elimination of interest subsidy
on student loans as well as ending the
direct lending program.
The Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources has already passed a budget package that
eliminates the interest subsidy on stu-

dents could pay for their education by
dent loans.
It has also proposed an 0.85 doing volunteer work.
Clinton, instead, has proposed
percent charge to universities on the
loans their students receive. However, protectingthedirect-lendingprogram,
inslead of eliminating the direct lend- expanding the Americorps program
ing program, they want it limited ~o and increasing Pell Grants by $3.4
billion.
only 20 percent of all schools.
Gramm , however, says that
President Clinton has flally rejected the Republicans' plan, saying it . these proposals are not realistic given
will deny Pell grants to nearly 360,000 the cutTent state of the budget.
"Government should not be
low-income students, raise the cost of
student loansby$ l Obillionoversev~n doing everything and solving every
years, and end the possibility that stu- problem ," he insisted.

-·
•

Bri1J,g fl:d in for
free' si~gle· fose
boi1:,qµet
Show Student ID and
Get a 10% Discount

We wire

Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!
..._-.........--------1
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS
•FLOOR PLANTS

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Brida Consultations

Oct. 21st

,,,,--- Sweetest <lJay
Every once in a while, that special
someone needs a reminder
that they're special.

CB&S Boaikstore
East Orlando's Largest Bookstore

Going

Featuring: ·
~]]

ffl

30% off New York Times Bestsellers
I0% off Hardback Books

.'..~]

Special Orders & Quantity Discounts

Are you the kind of person who is going places? You
have plans and dreams, but you need a degree?
Call Warner Southern College!
Warner Southern College offers a fully accredited
Bachelor of Arts degree that is completed in the
evenings and on week-ends. With your
motivation, you can complete your
degree in 12-20 months.
Call today for a free information packet, a schedule of
information meetings near you, and a financial aid kit.
Don't delay, go places!

•

~ARNER
SOUTHERN COLLEGE

•

•

1-800-520-2322

$19.99
ISBN : 0·7897-0092-1

$19.99

Alafaya Tr

I U. C.F

u

c

N

0

L'W N: I.56761495-7
College

Boolt"'

I

v

Supply

c

*10% Discount For Faculty & Sta.ff
Open Mon-Sat JOam-JOpm Sun 1lam-JOpm
12140 ColLegiate Way • (407) 382-1617

L

E

v

w

D

A

v
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Unclaimed scholarships available
::

The general public is not
aware that over$ I0 billion is available to students from private sector
scholarships.

·-:;:;: : : : :

Over $20.4 billion is avail-

able from the Federal Government.
In a U.S. Congressional study, it
was reported that "over $6.6 billion
of private sector financial aid went
unused because the·parents and students did not know whereto apply."
There are organizations that
have spent hundreds of hours in
research locating scholarship
sources. The U.S. Commission for

tt:::::
:::::::;;::::;;

: :g:=;: :
:::::::::::::·:

t:Ut

iJfI

N:::.:111:

:=::j:j::::::·

·

Scholastic A sistance - College
Bound - is such an organization
and supplies the public with over
600 different scholarship sources.
The 1is ts includes the scholarship names., addresses, application
deadlines and summaries about the
scholarships and the amount the
scholarship will pay.
· For information on these
scholarship lists, send a self-addressed stamped #I 0. envelope to:
The U.S. Commission for ScholasticAssistance,CollegeBound,P.O.
Box 668, O'Fallon, IL. 62269.

•

•

UCF to select Orientation Team
The UCF Orientation Office
is getting ready to select the new
Orientation Team (0-Team) for the
coming year.
Highly motivated leaders who
enjoy helping others and who care

about UCF are encouraged to apply .
This group will be trained in team
building, leadership and communi- ·
cation skil Is.
For information on applying, call
823-5105.

r----1

5'L Price{ess <jift

l

Make a unique and personal contribuUon to another
· family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896- 7575

L~~~~~-f_o_r_i_n_fo__rm
__a_t_io_n~·--~--~-·· __J
' , J

Look what's ir,side every
box of CA.Bl
Nutrition Facts
October 10 - October 17, 1995
Tuesday 10
Tuesday Knight Live: Karaoke (Novelty)
Student Activities Cent~r 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday 11
Movie: The Wedding Banquet
Student Activities Center 6:30 & 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 15
Movie: Congo
Student Activities Center 6:30 & 9:00 p.m.
Monday 16
Hunger & HomelessnessWeek:
World Food Day SAC 12 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Tuesday 17
Tuesday Knight Live: Pat Mccurdy (Comedy)
Student Activities Center 8:00 p.m.

For more info. call

823. 6471

•

•
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A few words from Student Govemment Women's role increasing in Israel
by Melissa Lawrence
Director of Communications and
Public Relations

)

Hey, Knights fans! Read all
about what your Student Government is doing! This past Saturday
was the University 's first fall open
house for prospective students. Do
you remember your open house and
all of the great aspects of UCF to
which you were exposed? Many of
the various clubs and organizations
were on hand to an wer questions
andgiveout information. Of course,
Student Government was there to
let prospective students know what
UCF is all about and what SGA can
do for them. It was a very successful
event, and hopefully, we will see all
of those students here at UCF next
fall!
Have you been frustrated by
the parking problem here at UCF? I
am speaking to those of you who
ride your bike to class and get there,
only to find the bike rack full. SGA
has made arrangements for I0 new
bike racks to be installed all over
campus by the more-populated
buildings. Don't worry, they are
coming soon!
This is for all of the Clubs &
01ga11izations out there! Last Tuesday was the second Knights of the
Roundtable Meeting. If you missed
it, you missed a lot of good infgrmation and good company. For those
or you who have never heard o'r
Knights of the Roundtable, it is a
meeting ofUCF' s leaders, who represent the clubs and organizations
on campus. The next meeting is
November 7, 1995 at 3~00 p.m. in
the UDR. Please send a representative from your group to get all of the
important infom1ation that will be
presented. This is also a GREAT

··

member of the board of directors
opportunity to network with other for the difterent colleges. The event from LECTURE, page 1
of the Association for Civil Rights
clubs and organizations. Or better for the College ofBusiness Adminis- women.
"The protection of working in Israel.
yet, if you would like to speak on tration will be held on October 25,
She is also the author of
something that pertains to your club 1995, in the business atrium. This is a women is very important in our
''Women in Politics" and "Living
and organization, we give you the chance for all the business students to society," Sharfman said.
However, she also explained Without a Constitution: Civil
forum to do so! In other words, be meet and talk with Dean Huseman.
there.
Vice President Frank Amoros , women still have a tendency to Rights in Israel. "
Sharfman has lectured exIf you altendecl the football as wel I as the rest of the SGA earn less than men for the same
game last Saturday, how did you get staff, has been working hard jobs and : that the higher into the tensively ·around the world on
there? Well, SGA has the perfect on this event. College of Busi- executive positions one looked, women 's issues and human rights
and has served as a delegate to the
alternative to driving downtown and ness scudents, look for more the fewer the women present.
Sharfman added that social U.N. World Conference on Hupaying for a parking spot a mile information. in the papers about
away from the stadium. Guess what? October 25 !
constraints often overrule Israeli man Rights and U.N. Conference
SGA provides a bus to every home
Finally, get excited for equal rights laws~· She cited the of National Institutions for the
football game. The hest part about Homecoming 1995 ! As anothe-r abundance of Orthodox religious Protection and ..Promotion of Huthis deal is that it is free! All you pre-homecoming event, SGA groups that sti II comply with age- man Rights.
The lecture was offered
need to do to hitch a ride with us is is bringing your our first ever old traditions, and the unstable
peace that hangs in her country's by UCF' Interdisciplinary
to come down to the SG offices, Reggae Sunsplash !
Program in Ji.ldaic Studies and
This all-day reggae bash air as the causes.
room 155 and sign up!
"The peace process will al- was co-sponsored by the
It's fun and easy! Come join will take place on October 29
us forthe game this Saturday against at Lake Claire. Mark it on your low a greater awareness of the Women's studies and the JewLiberty ..
calendar! It promises to be a social problems ot"" women," ish Student Union. For inforSharfman said.
mation on the next distinHere are a few upcomjng great event!
Sharfman is the chairper- guished lecturer , call Dr.
events that we'd like you to m~rk on
A quick remin~er to wear your
your calendars! On October 19, Black & Gold on Fridays and suprxirt son of the Israeli Labor Party 's Moshe Pel Ii, director of Judaic
.Civil. Rights Committee and is a Studies at (407) 823-5039.
1995, there is a pre-homecoming UCF football this Saturday!
contest_forclubs and organizations . .------~----------~----------------------
Win prizes! What you need to do is:
*Attend the Women's Volleyball match at '/:00 p.m. held in
the UCF Arena.
*During the volleyball game,
show us your_spirit! I mean any way
you know how!
Winners will be judged on
creativity and participation, not on
the size of the clup or organization.
Shave ·Gel Salutes Intramural Excellence.
The prizes include homecoming
points, free SGA and UCF stuff, and
1995 INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL STANDINGS
a free bash thrown for your club at
4th Fighter.
Sorority (S}
This is all the incentive you
need! Come out and cheer on our
2-1-0
1. ADP
awesome Women's Volleyball
2-1-0
2.
team!
3. PBP
2-1-0
SGA is srxinsrning Breakout
With The Dean, ·aseriesofopen houses
4.ZTA
2-1-0

KO

5. AZD.
6. DOD

9FVER!DA

Independent StumY Correspondence
is your

Classroom
Alternative
+
+

College Credit

Continuing Prof. Ed.

High School

Anyrlme, AnYtf"b•r•

'·

o\

VO'{O'e9 '\)\e\O'f'#

.. >-o~o9Jet
~e
o'i.'C.°'
}.o1S# '' ~
rf
I'"
\~~ut<l
\'N>~e~
Vsfc.'W:>
t_~Qi\\'!O \'i..'°''IP

Call now for free brochure
904.392.1711 ext 200
Internet: learn@nervm.nerdc.uA.edu

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
··Landlords
• Insurance
•·Contracts
•Traffic Tickets
Need:
·A Will
• A Name Change
• Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.

•

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 227
Monday-Friday Bam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

1-2-0
0-3-0
Independent Women (IW)
1. PMS
3-0-0
2. BSU Ladies 1-1-1
3. FCA Women 0-1-1

1995 INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL STANDINGS
Women (W)
1. AZD
2-0
2. ODD
2-0
3. ZTA
2-0
4. PBP
1-1

5. VaTeam
1-1
6.ADP
0-2
7. DG
.0-2
8. Set to Kill .-0-2

GOOD-BYE
NICKS.
No soap and water shave helps
protec.t against nicks and dryness
like Skintimate® Shave Gel.
S K I N T I M, AT E® S HA V E G E L
Co u Id you r I e g s be a I it t I e softer?,...
© 1995 S.C Johnson & Son. Inc All rights reserved
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Honors program increasing admission standards
by MICHELLE MARTINEZ
Contributing writer

Students looking to be admitted to the University Honors Program next fall will face stricter SAT
admission requirements.
''The test has been ·re-centered," said Katherine Keller, director of the honors program. "This
means it is graded differently, so we
are changing t~e SAT requirements

to reflect changes in the test."
SAT score requirements for
admission to the honors program
increased by I 00 points. Students
now must score between I I 00 to
1300on the SAT, depending on the
student's GPA. A higher GPA allows for a lower SAT score.
Last year, admission to the
honors program required an SAT
score of between I 000 to 1200.
This fall the program admit-

ted 177 students, the most UCF has
ever admitted to the program. Only
154 students were admitted last fall.
"Small policy changes were
made to make the program receptive to the numberof students we're
getting," Keller said.
Another c~ange in the program requires honors students to
take an upper division honors seminar in and out of their field of study.
Seminars are upper-level

courses that provide a broad-based
view of the topics they pursue. Students had to take two seminars out
of their major last year.
"The program will-force me
to work harder," Thuong Pham, a
junior and finance major said. "It's
good to show a future employer
your hard work and dedication."
The program will also place
more emphasis on transfer students.
"We're looking at ways to
·make an honors program for transfer students," Keller said. "Wecould
do this by creating another level of
honors."
This level would include an
"Honors in the Major" program
and an upper-level seminar and
would require students to write a
thesis or project within their discipline.
"The thesis is evidence of
disciplined scholarly work," Keller
said. "It definitely contributes to
the strength of your applications to
graduate school."
The thesis is written in conjunction with a faculty mentor. It
should be started the first semester
of the student's junior year and
completed by the first semester of
the senior year.
Graduate student Jodie
Marion 's thesis focused on how
people look at a situation and interpretitdifferently. Marion spenttwo
semesters researching her thesis.
"For someone to see that
you've undertaken a project of that
magnitude tells something about
your character," Marion said.

•

•

•

•

•

Comuitanta For Effective Leaderihip
present·
The 5th Annual Etiquette Dinner
to be held at Harvey's Bistro located downtown in the Barnett.Bank Building on
Saturday, October 21st at S:OQpm.
Th~

program includes:
" · Mocktail Hour
Six Course Meal ·
Etiquette Training
Ballroom Dance Instruction
To reserve your spot call 82 3 ~ 64 71
Students $10/ Non--Students $30 Seating is Limited!
Deadline for reservations is October 13, 1995!

CON$UL TANT$ FOii EFFECTIVE' LEADER$Hll'

Etiquette Dinner 1995

.,

0
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Coming Next Issue:
o

Ron Hendershot, guest
columnist- talks about suicide

o

Darren Crovitz, fishing in a
dull canal- about the steaming
environmentalists

D David Swartz, a little twist with the first of a two-part saga,
all about speed
O More letters to the Editor keep them coming!
The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters and articles. Submissions may be brought to
ouroffices on disk, Faxed to 823-9495, or E-mailed
to the editor at patfox@eWorld.com. Call for Q.etails. Call now. Call often.
\.
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Colin Powell's
questionable past
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alert
O Writers beware, apparently there has
been some dysfunction with the Pegasus
system, and your letters and/or columns
may not have been received .

UCF
·- .D --D--

Editorial Note:

Dear Pat,
To say Colin Powell offers any alternative to "politics
as usual" is a misguided statement at best Gen . Powell rose
through the ranks of the military by doing the dirty work
required by such an organization. In that process, he aided in
the cover-up of the Mai-Lai massacre during the US invasion
of Vietnam , permitted the illegal sale of arms to Iran (along
with most other high-ranking military in the Reagan Administration), orchestrated the needless slaughter of hundreds of
thou~ands oflraqi civilians and violated international rules of
combat engagement by allowing the killing of retreating and/
or surrendering Iraqi troo~. Two of these actions are de tined
as war crimes, one is defined as treason, and the other is simply
immoral.
In addition, the organization of the electoral system
prevents all but the most well-funded candidates (who are,
therefore, the most beholden to wealthy, powerful interests)
from getting on the ballot, much less entering the public
limelight as anything but sideshow freaks to b~ mocked and/
or ignored. This effectively shuts out real· alternatives, and
leaves us with candidates that espouse the usual establishment
world view that will give us more of the same.
-Sen. Tom Amundrud
Humanities

It is with great dis.dain for the technological collapse of a
great network, that I must admonish all those who may have
attempted to E-mail leuers to the Editoror Opinion columns in the
last two weeks.
In an editorial last week I scolded the administration of
Computer Services for the seemingly constant problems with the
IBM computers. Had I known then, that the E-mail systems were
having similar problems, I probably would have thrown a full- ·
fledged temper tantrum.
My apologies to Kevin Koenig, who's article in this issue
was slated to appear with President Clinton's editoria(. Fortunately, Kevin called when it did not appear, ano explained that it
had indeed been sent in time to publish. However, I did not receive
it until this week.
So, to all those whohavesubmitted lettersorarticles,orplan
to do so in the future, I would give you these guidelines.
•Back up all your work on disk. This is always a good idea,
but now, it is a must.
•If you have not received a note from me back, via E-mai I
within twodaysofsendingsomethingE-mail, then assume I have
NOT received it. I ALWAYS send an immediate response to al I
E-mail messages.
• If you are afraid to use E-mail, bring a disk to our offices.
• KEEP WRITING. I appreciate reader participation and
WILL NOT be held captive by a failing system!
-Pat Fox, Opinion Editor

When's the last time your
opinion was worth Wet 'n Wild
tickets? Submit your 600-700
word opinion on one of the
following topics, and you could
win tickets! But Please, no O.J.,

enough is enough
Official Rules: 1) Entries must be submitted by eMail or on disk, and clearly marked
"Opinion Contest Entry" 2) All entries but have student's name and phone number 3) Entries
should be on one of these subjects a) politics b) life at UCF or c) social issues 4) All entries will
be acknoWledged by phone or eMail, and may be published in the Opinion Section. 5) Entry
Deadline is November 1, 1995. 6) Entries will be judged on content and fonn, as well as
grammatical correctness. 7) Winners will be notified by phone, and it is the responsibility of
the winners to pick up their tickets from ouroffices.8) First place winner will recieve two tickets,
second place winner will recieve one ticket.

I
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lbe bial is over, the verdict
in - what will we do now?

"(HJ: SCOOP \tlTifE SHOE

.MR.

FuHRMAN,

~l.L/LA..I........,..

WHAT

You SAY ?.
NiMSLE.' NiPPLE./
NiCKcL! N iNNY .1
Over a year has gone by since
the lirsl onslaughl of OJ. fever, and
what have we learned? Tons.
This column, if indeed there
is a God, will be the last about
Orenthal James Simpson. And I'd
like lo take the opporlunity to publish this eclectic tribule to media,
weekend racists, and the American
Justice System.

The Year Of Media
I rem em berthe good old days,
when the news was the news, when
big court cases were covered with
some sort of perspective that had at
least a shred of dignity behind it, but
that day is gone.
For far too many months now,
a cruise through the preview channel has seen not just one network
dedicated to showing the dull. repetitive, redundant testimony that
has dripped from this case like a
slow Chinese water torture. Pardon,
but did 1 mention repetitive?
What are. these networks going to cover now? I'm afraid for the
economic impact. And whatever wi II
all the expert trial analysts do? Dear
me, the news media will have absolutely nothing to report, because, as
we all know, there is no news, except for 0.1. trial news.
Heaven help us.

When Attorney's
Became Stars
I think my biggest gripe with
being blitzed with O.J. news morning, noon, and night is that while
Marsha Clark did her .utter best to
lantalize us with her impeccable
wardrobe, showing us the sexiest
possible facial expressions and tantalizing us with her passionate arguments. They were ALL, very poor
perfor.mers.
And darn it all, they knew
lhey were going to he appearing on
every network for a year. They cou Id
have at least hired some decent acting coaches to help them deliver
those lines with some gusto.
Now, if they had hired the

actors from LA Law, then it would
have been worth watching, wouldn't
it? Think about it reasonably for a
second. Why couldn't they havesimp 1y brought in a couple of
TelePrompTers and used Susan Dey,
or better, Amanda Donahoe for the
proseculi.on? Jimmy Smits for the
defense, think about it. Oh, sure, the
first monlh or so may have been a
little rough while lhe teams got used
to the routine of the "real attorneys"
simply typing their lines into the
prompter, and the "beautiful attorneys" reading them; but they would
have gotten the routine.
And as for Ito, well, 1 know
behind that inexpressive face there
wasce1tainlyagiddy,littleboywho's
every thought was, "Look, mom.
I'm on TV." But as for me, I think it
would have been farmoreentertaining to have that judge from Chicago
Hope. You know the one.. I'm talk. ing about the judge who, when fedupwith the senseless arguments from
the blood-sucking attorneys, demands that they stand, face the people
in the courtroom and confess, "1 am
a toad."
And you know Ito was devastated by the quick verdict. He wanted
to linger in the moment, and no
doubt relished that final day where
he, yes he, held the world in the
palm of his hand. Why? Because he
knew the verdict was i~, but he
wouldn't let it be read.
Now for the Ifs.

Nl TTY-(i Ri rry !

Ni88LE/ NiCHE/

N;coTi tJf: l Ni FT'<.'
NiNCOMPooP/
N nn .... .J Nnn ... .,·

N\PPY ! !

line chat room. There are so many said this verdict was like declaring
racist pigs-black AND white, that open season for beating wives. Bunk.
if you have even a shred of humanO.J. was not on trial for beatity, you will see just how ugly racists ing his wife. He was on trial for
are. "Oh, so black people commit al I ·murder. And while], too, have great
the crimes, huh?" "Oh, so white sympathy for the \Yhole issue of
people are the cause of all the prob- spouse abuse, it was not up to the
lems, huh?" I left out the obligatory jury of this case to solve those prob"F' word that punctuated every third lems. lfa finger should be pointed at
word.1'11 leave that for InPrint.
any one as being at fault, point all
Is Furhman a racist? Ofcourse. ten at the LAPD.
Would the jury have bought his tesFor my money, they have a
timony in spite of the fact that he·s a lot of nerve being so incensed that
racist? Maybe. But the reality of the .they couldn't get the conviction on
situation is, the man's a UAR. He · behal fofbattered wives every where.
committed perIfthey had the sense
jury. Why should
God gave a goat,
they have bethey would have
prosecuted O.J. for.
lieved anything
he said? I didn 1 t.
beating up Nicole
And I'm white.
when she had the
Besides
bruises, the tapes
that, if he is
from 911 and could
guilty, then, well,
testify herself as to
who inflicted them.
isn't it just about
If O.J. did
time that a black
kill her, then this is
man was able to
certainly not the
"buy" his innoIf O.J. is really guilty
first time spouse
cence through the
- abuse has escalated
Well, now that the verdict is miracle of hot
to murder while a
in, all sorts of rantings ·and ravings shot attorneys?
police department
are being bantered about, concern- Does anyone
here remember something about a sat around doing nothing.
ing at least two serious matters.
If he did it, then LAPD is
certain Kennedy who was involved
First the race thing
with a certain suspicious death at a responsible. And the families of the
We've heard lots of com- · certain river?
victims should be tiling suit against
men ts from lots of people that say he
1f so, then it's probably just a LAPD for wrongful death. Then
was acquitted because of the race blur. Ifnot, well that's the point. But they'd have a case with some eviissue. Bunk. It' scomments like these you can bet no one will forget OJ., dence. Look at the 91 I tapes. Look
that show who the weekend racists the BLACK man who got away at the number of.times LAPD .went
real Iy are. Seemingly nom1al people, with killing a WHITE woman. out and failed to arrest O.J.
all of a sudden come out of the Please.
And as for finding some
woodwork saying that the jury let
meaning in all of this, when our
the black man go because he's black. The Wife-Beating thing public servants are held accountable
There were several highly for situations such as these, then
Shame on you for being so stupid.
Spend an hour or so in an on- profiled women's advocates who there may actually be some meaningful changes.

I pray this media
blitz is akin to the
grand finale at
fourth of July
fireworks and will
fade to the dim
lights of the night
sky, never to be
heard from again.

If O.J. is innocent
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RACISM
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ls it at all right that someone
would have to spend that much time
and that much· mo~ey for avoid a
conviction forsomethingtheydidn't
do? No, something's wrong here.
And if O.J. didn't do it, then
who did? O.J. says he will not stop
until he finds the killers. But the
prosecutors are certainly willing to
stop, aren't they?
Now, myself, I want to know
why, since they had so very much
evidence and so many thousands of
man hours were spent trying to convict him. Why don't we have the
blood- splattered clothes worn by
the killer?
Granted. Ididn'tlisten to court
TV, however, I do Iis ten to the news.
We heard all about these gloves and
the cap. We heard sometime.early

on about the bag of stuff dumped in
the trash at the airport. Why didn't
they come up with those items? Are
they not capable of tracking rubbish? Come on! lfthis was so extensive, then why couldn't they check
with the airport to find out when
trash is picked up, and high-tail it to
the way station?
Now if they had O.J. 'sclothes,
with his body hair in it and the
yictim 's blood on it, that would have
been something substantial.·
wouldn't it? And if he was going to
dump the clothes in the garbage at
the airpoil, why did he dump one
bloody glove in his backyard?
And speaking of that bloody
glove, if it WAS 0.J.'s glove, then
why couldn't they have pulled some
skin samples, via the super-duper
DNA testing from INSIDE the
gloves to prove to us all. despite the
fit- that those were OJ. 's gloves?
Would that have taken care of
thereasonabledoubt?Probably. But
then there's that timeline thing.
One would have to admit, if
one would admit absolutely nothing
else, that if he did it, he was a VERY
busy man.
And then there's the problem
with the knife. In fact, it must have
been a pretty big problem wilh the
knife, or we would have seen lhat
knife as much as we saw those stupid gloves. The coroner said it ·'could
have been" a murder weapon . On
the other hand, he also said there
could have been more than one knife
used, based on the fact that some
wounds appeared to have two cut
edges, while others had only one.
Oh, but that just swam by all
those intellectual minds who
are so very certain that O.J. did
it. .
And have you heard the
0.1. jokes? Here's one:
What's the last thing O.J.
said before he left the courtroom? Can I have my cap and
gloves back, please?
Here's another: O.J.'s
limo service has a new slogan,
"We'll get you to the airport
with time to kill."
I, for one, am running out
of wind. And I pray , for myself, for O.J., the families of
the victims and the entire country, that this explosion of racism, anger, disgust and all-out
media blitz is akin to the grand
finale at fourth of July fireworks, and will fade to the dim
lights of the night sky, never to
be heard from again.
But then. I do tend to be
an idealistic dreamer.
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Sound advice as ''Coming Out Day'' approaches
As you may have heard,
Wednesday is "Coming Out Day"
for gay, lesbian and bisexual students . They wilJ tell friends and
family about their different sexual
orientations. It will be difficult because they may lose friends, and
family relations may never be the
same again.
Progress has been made to
ensure that homosexuals receive
better treatment than they have in
the past. I would like to think that,
more and more, Americans are realizing that homophobia is unacceptable bigotry. However, a social
stigma still exists, and some gay
people go through life lonely or
even suicidal.
Yes,youarereadingthisright.
I am a heterosexual, conservative
Christian, but contrary to Dan
Griffin's guilr-by~association illogic, I do not_ champion "the politics of hate an·d divisiveness." To
me, it is right and proper to appreciate (or avoid) individuals based on

companionship, I do not think,
'These are my gay friends." l just
think, ·'These are my friends."
People's races, religions or sexual
orientations do not
to every group.
----------define their character,
which is
Better relawhat
really
mattions between gays
ters. Now, isn't
and conservative
that the way huheterosexual
man relations
Americans are
should be?
summed up in a
Back
to
sentence from a
"Coming Out
Sept. 18 U.S. News
Day." I hope that
and World Report
people who come
article: "Conservaout can give and
tives can treat gays
receive the same
decently without
love and attention
endorsing the more
that they did becontroversial parts
fore they revealed
of the gay agenda."
themselves to their
To
conclude, I prefer to deal with individu- families and friends. I urge them to
als, not "representatives" of groups. have patience- some recipients of
I have two friends. who are openly the news may be thrown for a loop.
gay. When I talk with them, have Working out differences can be diflunch with them, or just enjoy their ficult, but isn't it worth it?
me when I say that gay extremists
who dress and/or -behave outrageously do give homos~xuals a bad
name. Misrepresentation happens

who they are and how they behave,
whether they are friendly or abrasive, sensitive or callous, forgiving
or vindictive. It simply makes sense.
This week, it is important to remember that there is more to a human
being than his or her sexuality.
Sadly, I was not always this
enlightened. In my teens, I was a
homophobe. I did not despise homosexuals from a religious standpoint, but that did not make my
hatred any less reprehensible. It took
a few years, but I grew. up and
became aware that hating people
purely because of their different
sexual orientation was just as wrong

as hating people of different races,
colors, religions or cultures.
However, I must make it clear
that I do not agree with homosexuality, nor do I understand it. Ido not
endorse it, nor do I think it is comparable to heterosexuality. I do not
regard homosexuality itself as "natural." It has appeared in the h'uman
race for centuries, and will continue
to do so. In that context, I consider
it "normal."
I cannot stand the extremist,
militant gay groups who insist on
special rights and preferential treatment. They are part of an ultra-left
agenda that has brought a well-deserved backlash on itself. I think
many homosexuals will agree with

People's races,
religions or sexual
orientations do not
define their
character, which is
what really
matters. Now, isn't
that the way
human relations
should be?

Funds cuts dies in Senate Driving school is no laughing matter

· unwilling- to call off parking ser, vices, then I think it is time ·the
Thanks to everyone who students take the fight -to the Board
called their Senator opposing a cut of Regents and the Higher Educain Federal Financial Aid. The Bill tion Committee in the Florida Sencontaining the $I 0 billion Feder'al ate and the Florida House~ Thel'e
Financial Aid cut has failed to pass will be a hst of phone numbers.and
the Senate. I suspect there wi II be addresses students can call .and/or .
another Federal Bill proposing-more write to, placed in the Student Gov- .
Financial Aid cuts in the near future, ernment offi,ce.
I encourage everyone to write
however, right now, there is no bill.
Sometimes I think there is a God, and call your elected officials. Some of
and then I try to park at UCF and the things you might want to talk about
realize if there is one, he has an are: The l0 percent tuition increase that
interesting sense of ·- - - - - - - - - - - was approved by the
humor.
Board otRegentsand
~r.
which now goes to
I appealed
theFloridalegislature
my parking ticket
for final approval,
yesterday, and I
PARKING or more
have an appeals.date
appropriately the lack
of November Ii.... f .
of, and anything else
would suspect the
you think your
Parking Appeals
elected official
Committee, a.k.a.
should know.
Parking Services
I did find out
Pay Raise Committhat
the
parking gatee, is a little backrage
will
be conlo~ged due to. the
structed with PICO
enormous number
start
funds (a tax on your
of tickets i!:isued. I
phone bill) and parkwould like to encourage everyone to appeal your ing sticker funds (the service you pay
parking tickets, let's back-log the torthat is not being provided) not CTIF
funds.
committee into next year!
I would like to end the article this
What I do not understand is
the lack of leadership we have on week on a happy note. Hatsoffto Frank
this issue out of the Pr~sident's of- Amoros, SGA Vice President for his
fice. I was informed .by a student FSU bus trip idea. UCF took 15 busses
that attended the, UCF Master Plan full of Alumni and students to FSU last
meeting with the Board of Regents week to watch us hold ourown against
that Dr. Hitt's attitude toward the FSU.. A $15 ticket provided you
whole problem was that students with a designated bus driver and a
complain to much about parking, BBQ dinner. I would also like to
and if they (students) want more thank Miguel Terregrosa, SGA
_President as a tuition paying stuparking,.-they can pay for it.
Di. Hitt, you are pushing stu- dent for all the wor~ he has done
dents around a little to much, our to kill the Federal Financial Aid
backs are to the wall on a lot of cuts. Way to go, guys. Thanks for
issues, and I for one am going to everything you have done for the
start fighting back. If Dr. Hitt is students at UCF.

Hitt, you are
pushing students
around a little
,',:.too much, our
backs are to the
wall on a lot of
issues, and I for
one am going to
fighting

O In .Part 1 from last
week, we discovered
that David is actually
a criminal - capable
of dangerous highspeed driving.
_Hold on to your seat and get
ready for Part Two or, Roman numerically, Part II of my exciting and
expensive speeding ticket adventure. In case you didn't catch Part
One, an FHP airplahe cloc_ked sev- :
era! cars and myself going 69 miles ·
per hour in a 55 zone. We were
treated to citations with tines equivalent to the price of 56 gallons of
Pepsi . (That computation required
calculus-intense equations and complex National ColaMarketAnalysis
charts and tables. I hope you're impressed.) To avoid points on my
license and an insurance increase, I
elected to take a driver's improve-·
ment course.
Part Bola
(Spanish for 'Two')
Early last Saturday I took the
driver's improvement class, not in a
government courthouse or a police
station as you might expect, but in a
Dayslnn. Therewereacoupledozen
students in the seminar. Thecomposition o~theclass was diverse; there
were a few teens and a few chronologically challenged people, but most
of the students wereordinary middleaged people who seemed to deeply
resent the fact they were there. For
the most part, we youngsters spent
the time before class trying to oneup everyone else. You could frequently hear shouts of, "Oh yeah?
Well I was doing 97 mph!"
There was one guy in class
who had self-declared himself"The
Most Intelligent Man in the Galaxy." Any time the instructor briefly
paused while talking, such as between syllables, this guy - who I
will refer to here as "Mr. Intelligent," but his real name is Ed
Newbaker...:..... would take the opportunity to give the class his opinion
on every topic imaginable, including the window drapes. Everyone

.

II
Jiii .
.

, 'S!t!l!IW '$1t".1:* .

loathed Mr. Intelligent by the end of airplane making an emergency landthe class. Itwas hard to imagine that ing on the road ahead or me.'· Anya person as perfect as he would ever one who talks to themselr this conhave to go to traffic school.
stantly needs professional help.
Toward the end of the film, it ·
The majority ofour time was
spent watching a video. Surpris- started getting gory. They showed
ingly, the movie wasn't that bad, it films of every possible accident situwas at least I0 times better than any ation. They didn.' tshow any mangled
Sylvester Stallone movie I've ever bodies, though; all the c~rs were
seen. It had flashy graphics and cool driven by crash test dummies. This
music as well as a good nairntor. leads me to the conclusion that crash
The producers of the videodidover- test dummies are the worst drivers
look one small detai Iof fi Im making on the face of the planet. I have no
- the acting. These weren't highly idea why they were even al lowed on
paid and skilled Hollywood actors; the road. Crash test dummies, in
they were camera shy and appar- addition to being terrible drivers,
ently hadn't yet mastered the En- evidently never weartheirseatbelts,
glish language, except for one guy. because in every accident they would
Evidently, he majored in overacting go through the windshield und he
because he shouted everything he jettisoned into the next county. Don't
said and used so many hand gestures let their bulky size fool you. They
are much more
that he is probably
aerodynamic than
often mistaken for
they appear.
a smal I he! icopter.
Saving the
Actual quote: '·I!
spent
eras h. scenes for
ALWAYS! (hand
gesture) WEAR!
the end of the
video was a
MY! (hand gesSEAT!
strategic mature)
BELT! (hand gesneuver. Everyture.")
one was far too
Most of the
paranoid
to
video focused on
drive home resafe driving procelaxed. I, for one,
dures such as it's
drove Mome at a
not a good idea, esvelocity of no
pecially if you're
more than 14
driving a tractor trailer carrying miles per hour, but I'm sure
rocket fuel, to overturn your vehicle. Mr. Intelligent drove to his
~e video presented driving situaperfect home in his perfect car
tions where (this was the really stu- and hopefully got sideswiped
pid part) you could hear the driver's by someone with perfectly no
thoughts. A lady would be driving insurance.
down the road constantly making
*Hey look! An lnteracoverly-obvious remarks like, "There ti ve Columnist with a record,
are children playing on the right. if not points! E-mail me at
There's an oncoming car. It's blue. david.swartz@outdoor.com to
There's a tree to my left. There's an regisl~r for driving school.

We youngsters
the time
bying to one-up
everyone else. You
could frequently
hear shouts of, ''Oh
·yeah? Well I was
doing 97mph!"
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the crossword appears courtesy of shaq ... F-1
sweet cabaret falls down ... F-3
rewind with us ... F-5
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
I Genuine
5 Ski sticks
10 Touches lightly
14 Actress Martinelli
15 Win by16 Cohesi've group
17 Handled ineptly
18 Passenger ship
19 Sicilian sight
20 French i·iver
21 Jani or mil start
22 Alters
24 Fifty-fifty
26 Glimmering
27 Red~ stone .
30 Writer E.L:
34 "-Doesn't Live
Here Anymore'!
35 Some bills
36 Flying expert_
37 Tennis score
38 Hank~rs
39 Refer to
40 Exclamation
of surprise
41 Swor.ct
42 United
43 Writer J.D.
45 Heavenly bodies
46 Perfonner
47Tepid
48 One-celled
animal
51 Peeper
52 Rock star
56 Zhivago's love

57 Book of fiction
59-Scotfa
60 Lat. abbr.
61 Pronoun ·
62 Alumnus, briefly
63 Sets
64 Types
6? Bargain event
DOWN
I C.S.A. soldiers
2 A Fitzgerald
3 Floundering
4 Writer T.E.
5 Narrow bed
6 Edible bulb
7 Protracted
8 Comp. pt.
9 Religious rites
IO-Rico
11 Against
12 Prong
13 Depots: abbr.
23 Industrious insects
25 Neckline shape
26 Hang about
27 Parties
28 Hawaiian hello
29 Competitor
30 Coffee shop
31 Bring up
32 Group of eight
33 Unwanted
garden plants
35 Filament
38 Exhibitions
39 Poet E.E.

41 Social climber
42 In favor of
44 Models
45 Telegrams
47 Extract
48 Shake-!
49 Ship's officer
50 Evangelist
Roberts
51 Finished
53 Mrs. Copperfield
54 Elliptical
55 Put on cargo
58 Exclamation of
surprise

The Answers

,E T A L
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"Please, baby-baby, please, babybaby please."
-Spike Lee ·
Site'.,, Gotta Have It

F-2
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The Central Florida Future
in association with
Alpha Psi Omega
presents
30 Second Scene
The Central Florida Future will be giving out special
. screening tickets as prizes this Wednesday from
11:3"o-1:30 on the green in front of the library.

·r

All you have to do to win is act out a scene from
The Scarlet Letter! The three best or most hilarious -~ "
scenes will also win prize packs includi!1g passes,
posters.and a shirt! Just bring yourself, we'll provide
· th~ script and everything else. Too shy to act out? Well
then you can still join us to help judge the competition!
All .our judg.es will get Jungle Jim's coupons.
Don't wait too late, because when the passes
are gone, they' re gone! !! !
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Despite efforts, 'Cabaret' falls
by LAURA BUNDY
Theater critic

·J)

The opening was not met
without enthusiasm. The house was
full, and the conclusion of each
musical number was met with cheers
from the audience, largely composed
of students.
Yet, during dialogue or even
several musical numbers, there was
quite a bit less laughter from the
crowd than one should expect, especially from the bawdiness ofmany
of the songs and lines.
These audience reactions
pretty accurately reflect the nature
of the Annie Russell Theatre's Cabaret. While the production certainly
has things going for it, there is an
equal number of crucial things it
lacks.
wften in best possible hands,
Cabaret should be both entertaining and haunting. The show deals
primarily with an American in preWWII Berlin, who falls in love with

a glamorous cabaret singer as he is representing acceptance of Hitler's
drawn into the decadent nightclub ideals, is sung very well by various
lifestyle of the times. Subplots in- cast members but is never staged
volving other characters chronicle with any sort of suspense or threat.
the eariiest stages of Nazism and its Although lovely to hear, the song
effect on ordinary citizens, who are doesn't become that horrible moboth rewarded and persecuted by ment of recognition it could be.
the movement. One character, the
Good efforts are made by the
Emcee, links the themes of the en- cast members to bring out fun motire show, moving in and out of the ments in the show. Meredith
action as a sometimes terrifying . Inglesby is particularly enjoyable,
commentator.
as a slightly less flamboyant Sally
While the Annie Russell pro- Bowles than you might have seen
duction tries very hard to be enter- before. Inglesby has a fine, often
taining, in which it succeeds during lovely voice, and her characterizamost of the musical numbers, the tion of Sally is well-crafted. Sean
political aspect of the show is al- Griffin does an excellent job with
mostlost.DirectorW.RobertSherry Ernst, giving him enough likability
has the opportunity to show us some- and humor for !JS to be truly disapthing tangible about the Holocaust pointed in his moral choices.
·
with this show, because we see how
However, many of the other
the beginnings of a nightmare en- cast members are more limited in
rapture or destroy characters that their performances. Many seem to
we have come to care for. Yet rare Iy have been-cast exclusively as singdoes his Cabaret terrify us the way ers, neglecting to varying degrees
that it should. The beautiful "To- their acting obligations. This is esmorrow Belongs to Me," an anthem pecially true with the humorous

The Best Plan For
Your Health Is The One
You Really -Wan_!~"~

moments in the show. The jokes in
Cabaret range from sweet to bawdy
to political and are crucial for these
down-and-out characters who rely
daily on being able to laugh a little at
themselves. Some of the show's
perfom1ers would be entirely successful, if not for a lack of comedic
timing.
One of these is Megan K.
Morrison, who plays Fraulein
Schneider. Morrison has a good
voice and plays Schneider's frustration and guilt with sensitivity. but
she lacks an essential self-mocking
humor. Another such performer is
Jeffrey Datillo, as Clifford the
American, whose excellent work a15
a vocalist will be remembered, while
his acting probably will not.
While the role of the Emcee
(Jim Gaylord) is not utilized to its
full effect in this produc~ion, his
musical numbers offer some of the
really hearty laughs in the show,
especially "Two Ladies.". Gaylord .
seems to be doing the best he can

short
with Sherry's vision of the show.
Technical support for the
show was as varied as the performances. Impressive lighting design
didn ' t make up for a number of
missed lighting cues. Many indi vidual pieces of scenery were also
well-conceived but placed so far
apart that the stage never looked
quite full, let alone like an intimate
club. The_orchestra played exceptionally well, except for the fact that
they covered far too many lines,
both spoken and sung.
Cabaret has wonderful songs,
interesting characters and wel I-written scenes, but despite a number of .
good efforts by the talented cast,
this production simply doesn't live
up to its potential. The show plays at
the Rollins College Annie Russell
Theatre through this Saturday. For
tickets, call 646-2145.

FREE BEER
. That's right...FREE lC~l-IOUSE DRAFTS
- every Tuesday Night at

BORDER CANTINA
Also Featuring
75 cent drafts all night after 11:00 PM

$1.00 Margaritas $2.00 Swirls $1.00 Specialty Shots
$1.75 Domestic Bottles $2.25 Import Bottles

$2.50 Goldschlager and Jagermeister Shots
$3.75 Pitchers Live OJ

AND UCF'S LARGEST DANCE FLOO~
?til 7710s& tF rmz:> w "JfJ&.t.eom-&11

FREE BEER
If you want to choose a doctor that you already lmow.
If you want a health care plan that's lmown for quality.
If you want the dependability that comes from a name you lmow ·a nd trust.
If you want the convenience of doctors and hospitals that are nearby.
If you want the card that's always recognized and accepted.
If you want it all in a health care plan that's smprisingly affordable.
Then you really warit today's Health Options and Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida.
If your employer gives you the option, ask for what you really want.
Or eail us today at 1-800-766-3737. And put the Blues® behind you.

:

It's Good To Have The
BlueCross
Blue Shield
of Florida
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Blues~ Behind You.
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•Health Options, a subsidiary of Blue Cmu .00 Blue Shield of Florida. has fuH accreditation from The Nalional Committee for Qwlity Assunince, an independent, non-pru6t
loooted in Washington, O.C. lhlt ~managed ....-e ~· Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. Inc. and Health Options, Inc. are Independent
U<emtts of the Blue Cmu and Blue Shield As:sociation. 8 Regist.-1 marlcs of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield As.<ociallon. ®'Registered m:ul< of Blue Cross ;ind Blue Shield
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282-0505
$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

We Oeliver!

25¢Wingsr
Monday - Friday 11 - 5
All Day and Night Saturday
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J'itlttl lltJf'iBtl
reviews of current
flicks on vf deo

****Cinderella
(G, Walt Disney, Oct. 4)
Two Words. Classic.
One Word. Walt Disney. Either way
it's a hit and a b~rgain. As beautiful as the
princess herself, this animated froggy affair is spectacular. A second chance for
video collectors, we only further marvel at
this Disney masterpiece and look to surpass it.
Disney is also releasing a special
limited Deluxe Collectors Edition, with
that al I too-famous "never seen before footage," along with the re-rele,ase of Disney's
12th full-length animated feature.
No matter how hard up you are to get
your hands on the glass slipper of video,
somehow I think it will be around awhile.
Nevertheless, this will surely top your
video shelves, right a long with your copies
of Aladdin with Robin Williams, Simba
and The Lion King, and John Travolta and
Pulp Fiction, all animated classics in their
own right.

**

I /2 Tommy Boy
(PG-13, Paramount, Oct. I 0)
Mr. Farley stars as Tommy, the college graduate. No brains, all beer-bdly,
Tommy doesn't have a clue. He goes ·o ff
Thelma/L~uise style with David Spade, to
prove himself to all. On the way laughs are
plentiful and movie cliche rip-offs generate some offbeat wildness.
Make sure to stop and playback,
. Farley's gas station impression of Jennifer
Beals in F/ashdance. Also Spade's perverted version of the pool scene in Vacation with Chevy Chase and Christie
BriAkley.
As the story goes goes on, so do the
laughs, although all of them don't exactly
hit the peak of hilarity, they work within its
jolted plot. Too bad for SNL, because David
Spade and Chris Farley are FUNee.

**

I /2 Casper
(PG-13, MCA/Universal, Oct.13)
Casper, the friendly ghost, actually
turns into tlesh & blood, in this Casper
Caper. A much too devilsh script, Casper
devotes too much time with the evil-doers,
one being Cathy Moriarity, and the other
bone-nose, Eric Idle. Both are far too poring and their attempts at humor get stale
after a while.
As for the ghosts and such, very slaphappy humor. Burps, burps and food
troubles just about round it out. Christina
Ricci and Bill Pullman play along well
together but their roles don't challenge
their talent.
I'd suggest watching the Nightbreed
version of Casper in Larry Clark'sK/DS.
Also due out this week:
Destiny Tums on the Radio, Rob Roy,
The Sum of Us, Village of the Damned

Reviews by DK
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RECENTLY;

MORNINGSTAR CALLED
USCHEAP. ·
ITS NOT EVERYDAY
YOU GET A CO.MPLIMENT
. Lllffi THAT.
.

:

ll financial companies charge ~perating fees
and expenses - some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better.
That way more of your money goes where it should
......- towards building a comfortable future.

A

We make low expenses a high priority.
Because of our size and our exclusive focus on
serving the needs of educational and research
communities, TIAA-CREF's costs are among the
lowest in the insurance and mutual funds
industries. 1
In fact, Morningstar, Inc . ......- one of the nation's
leading sources of vartable annuity and mutual fund
information ...:.... says, ."Size isn't a·co""hstraint;
it ... enables CREF to realize a remarkable economy of
scale." 2 According to Morningstar's data, CREF's
"minuscule''. 0.31 % average fund expense charge w~
less than half that charged by comparable funds. 3
TIAA's traditional annuity also charges ~o fees

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

aside from a very modest operating expense of 114 of
1% of annuity assets. Interest and dividends are
reported after all operating costs have been deducted.
Standard & Poor' s calls TIAA' s costs "exceptionally
low."4
Of course, expenses are only one factor to consider
when you make an investment decision. While we're
committed to keeping our expenses down, we spare
nothing in trying to provide top-quality investment
~hoices, financial expertise, and personal service.
Because that can make a difference in the long run,
too.

TIAA-CREF seeks perf?rmance, not pr~fit.
· At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would like to
spend more on retirement, not on their retirement
company. If you'd like to see how our approach can
help keep more of your money working for you, call
us at 1 800 842-2776 (8 a.m. to 11 p.m. ET,
weekdays}. We'd consider it a compliment.

SM

1. StanikuYI cJ Poor'.# f114u.rrzna Ra.ling Anal.yii.d, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipper-Dirrclor'.IAnal.yticafl[JaJa, 1995 (Quarterly). 2. Source: Morningstar, VariahU.Annu.ili.u/Lifa 41
12195. 3. Of the 2,358 variable annuity funds tracked by Morningstar, the average fund has annual expenses of 0.78% plus an insurance expense of 1.24%. Source: Morningstar, Inc.,
for perioc:l.s ending July 31, 1995. 4. St.andard cJ Poor'.# !nJura.nJ:e &ling Anal.y.JiJ, 1995.
TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. CREF is a variable annuity and its returns are not guaranteed.. The value ofyour investment
can go up or d~. no matter what expense levels are. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information,
induding charge;i and expenses, call 1 800 842-2773, extension 5509, for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. Date of first use: 7195.
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On the Green

Saturday 21
10:00 - 3:00pm
llJ
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The Central Florida Future

Club Info

•

UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday
I I am PH 115 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438

•

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
Works Trailer room IOI.
Everyone is welcome.
Info: 657-0614

•

PSE Faculty Appreciation Day
Thurs. Oct. 12, RM 134 from I 12 Sat. Oct. 14, Football Tailgate
Party. Call Dan 275-1950

•

•

Roommates
Moving to Ta11ahassee? ·Female
needs apt. to share
Kelly 380-6485

Classified
Looking For Athletes

City Nights Valet is looking for
athletes 19 yrs. of age or older to
fill valet parking positions at
several locations across Central
Florida. Benefits include:
OUTSTANDING PAY, FLEX.
SCHEDULING AROUND
CLASS & OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES, AND GREAT WORKING ENVIRONMENT. Applicants must be able to drive
standard transmissions, work ( l)
weekend night and one ( L)
weekday or night shift minimum,
and have a good driving record.
Only clean cu_t, honest,
hardworking athletes need to
apply. Call (407) 849-0670 Mon Fri, 8 am- 5 pm to schedule an
appointment
Charismagic
Print Media For
Freelance Artists And Writers

PHONE REPRESENTATIVES
Earn 3 elective credit hours with
approval from the Cooperative
Education Program or the College
of Business. Our UCF/Research
Par~ facility is open! We have
day, evening, and weekend
flexible shifts available. NoITell
Services is looking for motivated,
energetic individuals with
excellent communication skills
and a desire to succeed. We offer
$7.00 per hour base salary;
monthly team, completion and
refeITal bonuses, paid training,
paid vacation, and a great working
environment! Call Troy at Norrell
Services today for an immediate
appointment! 384-8549. Norrell
Services, EQE, ADA, No fee.
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100
your/ I st week increase
expotentially from there. PT/FT.
Have been booking travel for
several fortune 500 companies:
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and CocaCola. This is the most rock solid
opportunity you're going to find .
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436

Artists/Writers: Owner operator of
small Design, Marketing and
Licensing
company seeking to
Roomate needed to share 2/2, WI
establish
pool
or freel;mce artists
D, computer access. N.S. only.
and writers to assist with projects
$350 + 1/2 util. +Deposit Call
for new and established clients.
894-2639. Leave message
Applicants must have some school
Creative Business Opport_unity
and/or studio skills. Computer
earn income worki_ng at home.
skills a plus, portfolio a must. Must
Send
$1.00 & SASE to Opportunibe familiar with character design
t~es
12076
Descartes Ct. Q_rlando,
for comic books, inking, or design
Fl32826
Absolute Amusement, a natT
for animation. Writers must be
game rental co. based in Orlando,
able to demonstrate creativity,
seeks outgoing students to assist sense of humor and ability to carry
Phone Repsour corporate clients al events
a comprehensive story' line through
around town. Games include
Fun or part time. Don't let your
to completion. Al1 applicants must
inflatables and virtual reality.
education be -the only item on
be able lo meet deadlines and have
Clean-cut applicants call Cyndra the ability-to work independently:
your resume. Work for a fortune
or Linda at 856-3866; weekdays
500 company and start building
Call (407) 898-0748 for appoint3pm-5pm
your career today. You can be a
ment.
full time student and still work
for NORRELL Services at our
newest telecenter. We offer
MONE~
. '
$7.00/hr. base salary plus
monthly bonus, paid training,
paid vacation and service bonus!
This is a professional working
environment. Benefits available.
Call Troy today for an immediate interview! 384-8549

Help Wanted

. . J:.REE

for a nominal processing fee

Call Besa at John Pafrick Com usrv 407 671-9973

URLANDU UUTDUURS
The Family

Camping

Store

•', Discount
w/ this ad!

381-7977

Inside sales repsWork for a leader in the telecommunications field and one of
Orlando's top ten companies! This
is an inside sales position in a
busin_ess to business environment.
Program hours are 8 am to 4:30
pm.Mon.-Fri., no weekends.
Opportunity for advancement inlo
Quality Assurance, Super-vision
and Management. Call Troy at
NORRELL services TODAY!!
384-8549

~·

· Suaalies
For The
Adventurous
Exalorer

Mon-Sat
9am - 7pm
8525 East Colonial Dr.• Orlando, R. 32807

Help Wanted: Earn up to $500
per week assembling products at
home. No experience. Info 1504-646-1700 DEPT. Fl-307

Bed-Queen or Full Set
NEVER USED MUST SELL!
$135.00 pager 570-6378

Singles
SiNGLES DA'(ELINE
Don'.t be alone another night,
1-900-225-1515, Ext 295312954,
age 18+, $2.99/min, Serv-U (619)
645-8434

Services

Appointment Setters
{(CO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
$$$ Christmas $$$
Transworld Service Group has
several morning, evening and Sat
positions for you!
Longwood locations
- Data entry (min. 8,000 KSPH)
- Lead-generation (paid training)
- Telemarketing (great phone
etiquette)
- $6.00 plus bonus
Super benefits to include medical.
Please contact Transworld
Service Group fo.F an appoint. ment (407)644-9675

\thletes
Just Do It!
West coast based company
expanding in this area. Looking
forte-am players. Call 275-3515

· For Sale
For sale: Two matching love
seats, floral print, $30 for both.
Call 275-7924

FOR COL.L.EGE

Billions to be claimed
All students quality
$350 guaranteed

•
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Sofa-bed queen size almost new
black & grey $90 Gravity ride
(Life Gear) workout machine
$60 Please
Call 262-2759

Word Processing/ Editing/
Desktop Publishing
Pam Beasley - 365-2569
Licensed Massage Therapist
U.C.F. senior Michelle Miller,
, L.M.T., is offering therapeutic
and relaxational professional
massage at a special discount rate
for U.C.F. students, faculty and
staff of $25 per one hour session.
. Call for an appointment.
623-9544
MMOOl3520

Other
Sally's special limited program fo
students and residents. Call Walter
297-8400.

.Lose weight, get healthy, get
energy-all at the same time. Call
Alex-407-679-4507 or 24 hour
info 407-359-7206

AD·
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No Gimmicks
Extra incornenow!
Envelope Stuffing - $600 - $800
every week. Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
19515 Tom Ball Parkway, Suite
185 Houston, Texas 77070
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486SX25 4megRAM I 20megHD
mouse VGA monitor keyboard
software Dan 3599079 8235125
Eng room 244
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Columbia Boa- 55 gallon
aquarium w/ stand accessories
$200 or B.O. (407) 277-6447

Call The
For sale: Smith Corona word
processor. Worth 200.00 Make
any offer. 673-1218

Central
Florida Future
823·8054 Ext.22

r----~----------~~---- . --------------------------------~

:Classified Advertising Form

n~a;;;::::koneot;,':,!:!/0wing'._carP001

~Greek comer _Personals

1

_Fdr Sale
_Singles

_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Servi~es
_Tutors

_Autos
_Roommates

I

_Lost & Found
_Other

_I

_Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RATES: $-l per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line for all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail fonn and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax fonn and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.
,----------------------~-------

~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Na~,::_ddress, and phone_!:equired): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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UCF's young wide receivers are finally filling lofty expectations
by TIM SPRINGER
Staff writer

Criticism may be helpful at
times, but only if it inspires one to
do better. The Golden Knights'

receiving corps has been the main
function of much of the criticism
skeptics have dished out, and they
proved to those who point fingers
that young players become experienced players after every mis-

photo/SAGINARIO

Freshman Mark Nonsant has stepped up this season to fill
in for injured veterans like Rufus Hall and Eddie Keyes.

rake.

Taking much heal for not
"getting the job done," the young
targets have turned uncertainty
into optimism. Running crisp
routes combined with concentration, the golden receivers sought
out 14-of-I 6 passes from quarterback Daunte Culpepper, and
played a key role in the balanced
attack that gave UCF a 41-14 win
over the previously unbeaten
Samford Bulldogs. Becoming
known for their inability to catch
the ball, the wideouts showed the
hands that have been absent for
much of the season.
"Last week (at McNeese)
we were lacking concentration,"
said wide receiver Stuart Stipe.
'·This week we knew what we had
to do. We stayed focused and good
things began to happen."
Aside from the ineligibilities
and injuries that have plagued the
talented receivers, youth has been
a huge factor in their misfortune.
Of the current seven receivers that
dress every Saturday, four are
freshmen and inexperience is synonymous with freshmen. But the
demanding situations the young
receivers have been thrust into
have been extremely helpful to
the entire offense as the youth of
the team have not had to sit on the
sideline and wait their turn. "It's
nice to have the chance to play as
a freshmen," said wide receiver
Reginald Doster. "And having a
quarterback that is confident in us
makes it easier."
Doster, one of four fresh -

men playing the wide receiver
position, is looked upon as one of
the most talented in the group. His
explosive speed was put on display in his first-ever performance
as a Golden Knight, as he turned a
six-yard slant pass into a 52-yard
touchdown. Combining raw talent with a little more playing time
may have him joining the elite
group ofUCF's best all-time pass
catchers.
Leading the way in the experience department for the
Golden Knights' receiving corps
is senior Eddie Key~s, who caught
an I 8-yard touchdown pass Saturday as he stood alone in the
back of the end zone. Coming into
the season with a total of 11 career
catches, Keyes' experience may
be minor, but his knowledge of
the offense has him playing a leadership role.
As the receivers begin lo
make positive things happen, the
tight ends are following the trend.

Culpepper's ability to remain calm
in the pocket has allowed him lo
survey al 1 his options before deciding where to throw. Lately,
tight end Scott Braun has become
a reoccurring target for Culpepper.
In Saturday's match-up with
Samford, Braun finished with
three catches for 68 yards.
While running the ball dictates whether or not the passing
game will be successful, it is reassunng to know that the young
receivmg corps is beginning to
show what they are capable of
doing. With each ball thrown to
these receivers their experience
and confidence begin to rise. And
Culpepper is playing a major role
in keeping the confidence level
high. Through all the dropped
passes and mis-run routes
Culpepper seems to have lost no
faith in his targets. "I never
doubted our receivers," Culpepper
said. "It all came down lo their
confidence."

Senior Eddie Keyes offers advice to the Golden Knights
promising young wide receiver, Reginald Doster.

take

Ka P. Ian and get
a higher score...

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than ·any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

------'
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The UCF offense mns-up 482 yards of
total offense, while the defense keeps
Samford to just 259 yards in the game
WIN, from page 20

•

conversions and one-of-one on
fourth down conversions. Samford
was only one-of-eight on third
down conversions.

the run. "It was the most impressive game I've ever seen
Marquette have ... and by far the
best game of the season for the
offensive line."
The running game did two
things for UCF. It allowed some
of the offensive burden to be lifted
off of freshman quarterback
Daunte Culpepper's shoulders,
allowing him to return to his efficient self. The second thing it does
is keep the opposition's offense
off the field , which is something
UCF needed after allowing 95
points over the last two games.
Culpepper ended up 14-16
for 184 yards with three touchdowns and the Golden, Knights
kept the ball for over 40 minutes,
while Samford's offense possessedt he pigskin for a mere
19: 17. Enough said.
"This helps the confidence
and everyone' s happy," Culpepper
commented.
Here are some other impressive statistics that made the Golden
knights happy:

•

t

'

• Most important of al1 is
zero blocked field goals or punts
for UCF.
Defensively for UCF, this
was a game where UCF had to
regain some self respect.
"Our goal wasn't to show
our fa ns and supporters that we're
a good defense, but more to show
ourselves that we were good," said
defensive tackle Robert Braucht. --=~~~~~=====-----------------------Braucht had only three tackles, however, two of them were
for losses. It was linebacker Nakia
"Ballhawk" Reddick, once again
leading the team in tackles with
four to go along with his fumble
recovery.
The surprise of the game
may have been the wide receivers
not dropping any passes. With
injury after injury UCF has had to
count on freshman receivers in
the clutch. This time they were
clutch receivers.
"They didn't drop a one,"
said a jovial coach McDowell.
Reginald Doster had two
receptions for 28 yards and
Eddie Keyes . had 18 yards on
one catch. But it was obscure
·~
tight end , Scott Braun, hauling
Applications are now available for program beginning August 1996. For more infonnation, contact The Consulate
in the majority of the crucial
General of Japan, World Trade Center Bldg., Suite 3200, 80 SW 8th Street, Miami, FL, 33130, (305) 530-9090, or call
passes on the day with three
1-800-INFO-JET (1-800-463-6538).

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 1996
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

Requirements

• Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain abachelor's degree by June 30, 1996
•Be aU.S. citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

• Culpepper' s numbers at
the Citrus Bowl so far this season
are quite efficient, 56-71 for 745
yards with eight touchdowns and
only one interception.
• 30 first downs for UCF as
compared to only 14 for Samford.

..

Next up for UCF will be
the Liberty Flames and Jerry
Falwell this Saturday afternoon
at the Citru s B owl.

•Only one turnover for UCF
after six against McNeese State.
•Seven of 13 on third down

4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE 9LOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER}

I

· Best Mexican Food. in Central

FJ.o r i d ~r

----DAILY SPECIALS----~

I

<s1 00 ICBIOUSE DHAR &$2.00 MARGARITA?
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)

CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

359-1333
-- '
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Come join Us at the Newly Remodeled ...

lrltilt 1f111r~1t''
1t1() ~ ~ 1t1t1r111u ~
..

STUDENTS AND FACULTY
FREE ENROLLMENT
$19 95 WITH THIS COUPON
Now Featuring our new full lines of
Eagle Cybex, Trackmaster Treadmills,
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 112 court
basketball, aerobics, sauna, and more.

•
,,

I

•
•

Fitness
Connection

I

I
-I
·~..::.:.f-~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~--;·
I
East Colonial Dr./State Rd. 50
I
I
I
I
6615 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32807
I
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WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.

658-8000

I Mon.-Thurs. Sam-llpm
I Saturday 9am-8pm

:

Friday Sam-lOpm I
Sunday 12pm-Spm I

L--------------------~

Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being
a leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
Schoof (OCS) 1s where you'll get the chance to prove you 've got what 1t takes
to lead a Ide full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks _to prove it

Marines

Tbe /itw.1he Proatf. The MariMS.

MARINE

OFFICER

,,,

....________________________________
__
S-1orts
The Central Florida Future
I
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O Behind Marquette
I Smith's 181 yards
rushing, UCF got its
first win since
September 9.
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

The bleeding finally slopped
for the Golden Knights (3-2) last
Saturday afternoon when UCF!iterally ran the ball right down the
windpipes of the Samford Bulldogs (4-1 ), 41-14.

1

1

lullcst~=~S-'96-For th~pa;t

-

Golden Knights smother
Samford with S01118 SITilh
.

•Rodman to Chicago - He
may look likcarainbowon the court.
and he may have the worlc.r s worst
anitude, hut hoy can this man rebound! Don't think that Jordan and
Pippen are going to let Rcx.Jman pull
off his usual stunts. Thal will never
happen. and I think Rodman knows
that. But enough of the downsides
and more on the positive aspect of
this deal. What does this mean to
Orlando? Well, quite honestly. they
and the rest of the spo11s world may
want to think twice about favo1ing
I the Magic as this year's NBA champions. This move is just what Chicago needed, someone to till the vacant spot that Horace Grant so graciously created for the Buir s championship reign. The Bulls now have
(arguably)
the world's best player
I
ever, a six time all-star with Scottie
Pippen, up-and-coming star Toni
Kucok, and now, a man that can pull
down 20 boards a game. Jordan,
Pippen, and Kucok can easily produce 75-80 points per game alone.
With Rodman pulling down 15-20
rebounds, this is what may very well
bringtheChicagoBull~its !Ourth title
in six years. rm trying not to be very
j biased'. being thal_I gre~ _
up in Chicago tor most ot my hte, but the
Magic have its hands full now and
aren't the cream of the crop, but I do
believe that they and the Bulls will
\ till ente11ain the sports world to the

October 10, 1995

For the first time since September 9, when UCF beat Di vision II Carson-Newman 35-21, the
Golden Knights managed to win.
In the process they temporarily
staved off its recent special teams
woes, when placekicker Charl.ie
j Pierce connected on two field
I goals, 18 and 25 "yards, :to finally
get Magi Ila the Gorilla off his
I following recent blocks and . mishandled snaps.
· . "We didn't ~ave a flaw on
special teams, which has really
been a headache all year long,"
said UCF coach Gene McDowell.
When the bleeding slops,

•

.

•,

the healing begin'.'.. After McNeese
State·s defense held UCF running
hack Marquette Smith to 47 yards
last week. one had to get the feeling the Knights would look to
establish the ground game early.
Early and often.
Smith finished with 181
yards (a personal record) on 35
carries (a UCF record), 141 of
those yards came in the first half.
Whal was the reason for the extra
spring in Smith's step?·
"They knocked us out of the
playoffs last year so we had a
hitter taste in our mouth," Smith
said. "We made a concerted effort, our coached said that we were
going to run the ball regardless of
.·what happens."
Nothing happened-for the
Samford defense that is. UCF had
59 rushing attempts, compared to
only 26 for Samford. The Knights
also had294 overall yards via the
groundi withbackuprunning back
Mike Grant also. gaining 77 yards
of his own.
;.It was the most important
thing we've done this season,"
said offensive lineman Chris
Tabscott about UCF establishing

see WIN, page 19

.,11otoiSAGlliARiO

UCF running back Marquette Smith set a school record with
35 carries and a personal record of 181 yards on Saturday.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Culpepper bounces back to his old, efficient ways

three seasons, the NHL has seen an
Although it was not exactly
D Culpepper•s home
increase in almost every aspect. The
that
bad,
the flu did have Duante
attendance for games has increased
numbers continue to and many of the other UCF playsignificanrly, ceam memorabilia ha.;; I
be impressive, 56-of- ers feeling dow'n all week. But for
I Seen record highs in Sales (largely r
1
duetothefactoftheAnaheimMighty' I
71 for 745 yards and Daunte. as the cliche goes, he was
undaunted .
Ducks. Tampa Bay Lightning and
eight TD's with one
"I was feeling okay today. ''
Floiida Panthers) over the past two
1
Culpepper
explained ·while still
interception.
years, and the ratings on television
sniflling.
·'It
·w asn't too had. I was
haveimproved,especiallywhenFOX
feeling
pret_ty
,good today."
by JUSTIN DELIAS
signedamulti-milliondollarcontract
Good
enough
lo complete
Assistant sports editor
to broadcast hockey games on a regu88
percent
of
his
passes.
After last
lru· ba is.Sowhathasrnadethecoolest
week·
s
disappointing
perforJusc
one
week
aflcr
a
horrid
game in town become one of the !
mance,
many
quarterhacks
would
I
l-of-33
passing
performance
1 hottest sports around? Expansion!
have
their
confidence
rattled.
hut
with
three
interceptions
in
a
loss
Every city wants a hockey team now I
Duantc
is
a
step
above
that
.
to
McNeese
State,
the
University
I hecause it's starting to bring in high !
;, ··1 pretty much put that beof Central Florida Golden
revenue. Also, the pasc tew seasons
hind
me that night after the game,"
Knight's
freshman
phenomenon
have ·een some very impressive and
Culpepper
said. "We did a good
Daunte
Culpepper
exacted
his
reexciting playoffaction. Record breakjob
preparing
ourselves.''
venge
on
the
Samford
Bulldogs.
ing statistics and bonecrunching hits.
Part
of
the
preparation was
In
a
surgeon-like
display
of
These guys won't stop for anything,
to
simplify
the
offense.
making it
precision,
Culpepper
guided
the
regardless of the amount of blood
easier
for
the
struggling
receivers
Knights
to
a
41-14
victory
and
they draw. Some guys even lose their
and
the
ailing
Culpepper.
Coach
481
yards
of
offense.
Despite
batteeth, and chen, even still have the
1
McDowell
looks
like
a
bit
of a
ti
i
ng
with
the
flu
all
week,
audacity to remain in che game. This
genius
for
his
game
plan,
as
the
Culpepper
was
sci!!
sharp
enough
is what the American public loves to
UCFreceiversdid
not
drop
a
single
to
give
the
fans
al
the
Citrus
Bow
I
I see. Blood and guts orno gJory, and at
a healthy dose of '·Daunte Ball" · pass and Culpepper did not throw
the expense of mortifying each ocher.
en route to completing 14-of- I 6 an interception.
I This upcoming sea."On promises to be
··1 never doubt our receivpasses for 184 yards and three
no different. There are many reams
ers,"
Culpepper
boasted. "I know
touchdowns.
Head
coach
Gene
favored co win the Stanley Cup this
they
can
always
get the job done.
McDowell
was
almost
without
the
I year, which makes the game that more
It
came
down
to their
services
of
Culpepper
because
of
exciting because there is no specific
confidence
...
they
came
out and
the
flu,
until
he
informed
the
team
team that is expected lo live up to its
had
a
good
game
today."
trainers
which
injuries
were
the
tandards anq win the whole thing
At times during the Samford
most important.
from the get-go. Detroit, New Jersey.
game,
Culpepper looked very
··1
told
the
coaches
to
go
Pittsburgh, Colorado. St. Louis. PhilaCharlie
Ward-esque,scramblingout
_
e
xplain
what
the
pecking
order
is
delphia. Bo, ton and Edmonton, ju t
'to this guy [trainer Kevin Mercuri]. of trouble and cal ling audibles from
co name a tew. are all strong candiSend him [Daunte] to a specialist the shotgun formation at the line.
dates to win the\\ hole thing. So hold
if you have to. Send him to Min- On the first audible. Culpepper
on. its. gonna he a great se~on. Oh,
photo/HUNT
nesota, Texas. where ever we have changed the formation into a two) cah. tortho c who :till can ·t tigure it
back shotgun formation (a la FSU)
to
s~d him.~· McDowell quipped
Freshman
quarterback
Daunte
Culpepper
is
now
3-2
as
a
tut. the big thing on chc ice between
·'The
bus
doe
n·t
with
a
smile.
starter,
despite
playing
teams
this
season
that
have
had
a
each perio<l 1: cal led a:Zamboni (:Zamsee DAUNTE, page 19
pull out until Daunte is on iL."
combined record of 12-0, including two number one teams.
bone-e ). Don't forget it~
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